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After the storm
House price increases and soaring demand for used cars have been surprising amid the UK’s
epidemic, but are likely to prove transient, leaving 2021 as an anomalous spike. Other industries
have stronger underlying drivers and should be able to extend gains made last year.

This week we are looking at three companies flagged by our growth at a reasonable price
(GARP) screen. While some share prices look attractive next to powerful short-term profit
drivers, they are no longer special situations as they were a year ago. Two of the
companies have enjoyed share price momentum but more on the back of a correction
after an earlier coronavirus market sell-off.  One of our stocks, however, has core growth
credentials. The key is to distinguish genuine growth at a reasonable price from
short-term spikes and momentum.

● Pendragon (PDG) – New car supply remains constricted with semiconductor
shortages and car plants on short-time so buyers have switched to the used car
market. Demand has hit limited supply leading to used car prices rising (on average
by just over 30 per cent through 2021). This is a surge tide and once new car supply
improves prices will drop. The shares may look cheap, priced at 8 times post-surge
earnings per share, but car retailers are a perma-cheap sector due to a low quality
of earnings plus market share erosion by auto-tech players.

● Lloyds Banking Group (LLOY) – rising interest rates are usually good news for
banks but as primarily a mortgage lender, with borrowers mainly on fixed rates,
benefits for Lloyds will be deferred. Meanwhile rising staff costs and lower
provision releases mean that a bumper 2021 will not be repeated and earnings per
share (EPS) are forecast to drop by a quarter in 2022. That said, Lloyds is now
beating its cost of capital meaning the discount to book value can shorten plus good
cash flow and excess capital should drive healthy dividends and buybacks for at
least three years: these alone should provide TSR of at least 7 per cent per annum.

● Lok’n Store (LOK) – self-storage is expanding rapidly, and has proven itself to be
very robust throughout the epidemic. Growth is expected to continue, driven by
population and housing market dynamics plus investment to expand LOK’s rentable
space by more than one third by 2024. Unusually for REITs, this sub-sector is
valued on earnings (others are based on NAV), which has been running at a
remarkably steady 25x since 2017, but the peer group has recently broken above
this. If EPS can reach 42p for FY2024 (up 50 per cent on 2021), this stock could be
worth 1200p today with growth capable of continuing well beyond 2024.

Analyst: Robin Hardy
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Pendragon – don’t ride surge tides

Source: FactSet

Pendragon (PDG is an intriguing prospect. A predominantly UK-based, new and used

vehicle retailer that generates multi-billion pound revenues in what is a mature but still

growing market, but that has not made a pre-tax profit since 2017. Its current run rate of

around £3.5bn of revenues places it as the UK’s No. 3 auto dealership business behind

the privately-owned Sytner and UK-listed Lookers (LOOK).

This has long been a business with paper-thin margins with an average EBIT (earnings

before interest and tax) return for Pendragon of just 1.5 to 2 per cent in the past five

years in which it reported a positive pre-tax figure. However, this is somewhat unfair,

misleading and is rather a quirk of the whole industry and the way that revenues are

accounted for. While a car dealership has to book the full retail value of each car sold, it

actually only makes a margin in the difference between the bought-in price and the value

it achieves on selling.

If only that price difference was booked as revenue, this would look like a somewhat

healthier industry. That, however, would not have made Pendragon profitable in the past

three years and the losses arose because of issues of poor stock management and

excessive costs, both of which gave rise to significant charges and provisions.
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Table 1: Apparent and effective margins for motor retailers
Car purchased £18,000

Car sold £20,000

Revenue booked £20,000

Profit made £200

Apparent margin 1.0%

Effective revenue £2,000

Profit made £200

Effective margin 10.0%

Source: Investors’ Chronicle

Things are looking up, however. The second-hand automotive trade has had something of

a purple patch through 2020 and 2021 largely due to the shortage of new cars (globally)

because of factory downtime as a result of coronavirus lockdowns, shipping restrictions

and the ongoing shortage of computer chips. Making the underlying position worse, many

drivers are opting to extend their contract purchases or personal leases which is choking

off a typically strong feeder of used car supply.

Demand for and pricing of second-hand cars has increased dramatically with trade

representative bodies reporting in December that, on average, used car prices had

increased by 26.5 per cent in 2021. The year-on-year rise reflects like-for-like pricing

(same model, condition, mileage etc.) up 30.5 per cent and the mix of sales (original price

point, brand, trim level etc.) causing a moderate 4 per cent drag. Demand by the year-end

was running around 14 per cent higher than in 2020, but the stock of available cars for

sale had only increased by around 4 per cent.

As a result, automotive businesses have been reporting very strong trading with a steady

flow of profit upgrades coming out through the year: Pendragon was no exception. The

market was already ‘fast’ in the early months of 2021 with management declining to offer

guidance for the full year in the April trading because business appeared so abnormal and

potentially unsustainable. By the end of June, the board felt it had sufficient visibility to

indicate full-year profit before tax (PBT) for 2021 of £45-50m. September’s half-year

results showed a profit of £35m against a loss of £31m a year earlier: some of this was

delivery of the strategic repositioning of the business begun in 2020, but a large part was

the bullish market climate. Full-year guidance was then edged up to £55m-£60m PBT.

Just three weeks later in the Q3 trading update, guidance for the full year increased again

to £70m PBT. By the beginning of December guidance was raised once more, this time to
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£80m PBT, which is the current market consensus. However, given the market’s

momentum and some evidence through the year of cautiousness by Pendragon’s

management on its numbers, the final outcome (expected in late March) is likely to exceed

the last guidance, albeit only marginally.

We wrote on the favourable climate in the used car market in our article on Auto Trader back in
September.

What is Pendragon doing to make its own luck?

While much of the sharp swing back to profitability has been driven by the buoyant

market, Pendragon has also made core improvements. Following a slump in profits in

FY2019, very much of its own making, a strategic review began in 2020 to modernise a

business that was failing to embrace the evolution of motor trade, in particular the

growth in online platforms. The main actions undertaken:

Car store – the group’s used car, multi-brand business had been a sub-scale operation,

holding too little stock (because many outlets were far too small and/or had too high a

rent), attracting too little throughput and running with excessive overheads. It had been

running at a negative margin of c.10 per cent, while its closest competitors were all able

to post positive margins of 3-5 per cent. Aggressive rationalisation saw 22 of 34 branches

closed. A rebranding was also proposed as the used car trade became increasingly digital

– the word ‘store’ seemed to imply an out of date, car-lot oriented business, but this is yet

to be enacted. It is hard now to tell how well self-help is doing here as the market has

become so distorted by the soaring second hand car market – a rising tide lifts all ships.

Even after taking action and being boosted by strong pricing, this part of the business is

barely profitable and reported only £700,000 of EBIT on £66m of sales in H1 of 2021.

Franchised UK motor – brand-specific dealerships (primarily Evan Halshaw and

Stratstone) for new and used car sales plus after sales operations (servicing, repairs and

warranty work), finance and insurance. There were problems here similar to car store

with a business running too many outlets and too many fundamentally poor sites.

Hardline rationalisations have seen operating costs drop by a run rate of pushing £100m

per annum and a heavy loss maker has swung around to be at least as profitable as its

peers. Used car sales have benefitted from the booming market and after sales have

grown as cars originally sold by Pendragon have remained with their original owners for

longer, swelling the pool of customers. This remains by far the largest part of the group in

terms of revenues and gross profits (85 per cent of group total).

Software – branded Pinewood, this is a Software as a Service product helping motor

dealers run more efficiently. It has modules for customer relationship management
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(CRM), accounting, stock control, compliance, supply chain management and customer

retention tools for after sales. Small but profitable (making typical SaaS gross margins of

around 90 per cent), this business contributes a tiny fraction of revenues but 10-15 per

cent of EBIT in normal trading conditions. Management is looking to widen the customer

base both in the UK and overseas.

Leasing – a fleet and contract hire business servicing both business and consumer

contracts. This is another small but higher profit business making EBIT margins of around

15 per cent and, like the software arm, contributes around 10-15 per cent of group EBIT

in a more normal trading climate.

The USA dealership businesses have been sold off, completing in H1 of last year. These

sales have netted the group more than £100m.

2021 was just a spike

The frothy trading and pricing climate of 2021 is unlikely to continue for a host of

reasons. Some industry observers have stated that they believe prices will collapse when

the current market momentum is lost – this feels inevitable but not likely in the very near

future. This will hit profitability in a couple of ways. First, revenue and available mark-up

will drop. Second, stock gains made in the rising market could reverse into stock losses

unless there has been very careful management of stock levels – this can be very hard to

finesse in a very fast market.

New car market will restore – the new market is expected to begin to normalise

as factory operating hours increase and the chip shortage begins to improve

although this is far from over. SMMT forecasts 1.96m new car sales in 2022 from

1.65m in 2021 and 1.63m in 2020, still well below the 2.3m seen in 2019.

Flow from leases – Fewer personal contract leases (PCP) now come to an end and

feed second-hand supply due to deferrals and extensions, but this will flow back

eventually. Lease buyers tend not to want to own so are less likely to be drawn, or

drawn willingly, into the second hand market. Many that have been a reluctant

used car buyer can be expected to beat a hasty retreat further pushing up supply.

Manufacturers’ extended warranties – competition in the new car market is

pushing some manufacturers to offer longer warranties, such as seven to 10 years

or 100,000 or else (such  as  in Toyota’s  Relax  scheme)  when using a main dealer

for servicing  owners gain a new 12 months of full warranty – this may extend the

ownership period for new vehicles and shrink second-hand demand.
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Buyers baulking – second-hand prices will drop – in some cases one to

two-year-old cars are now more expensive than the new price – this is

unsustainable. Anecdotally, I have seen a five-year-old car costing almost as much

as I paid for the same model when it was one year old and had 30,000 fewer miles

on the clock – and it's a diesel. There has to be a line that many buyers will not

cross on used car values.

Electric  vehicles (EV) – sales of electric and hybrid vehicles are growing rapidly

and it is likely that these vehicles will have longer ownership cycles than internal

combustion cars. Many drivers switching to EVs now are doing so for

environmental reasons and are less likely to look to recycle their cars in as little as

three to four years.

Figure 1: Average ownership period of UK cars

Source: Auto Trader PLC

Underlying market climate pre-Covid was fairly weak – figure 2 shows an

underlying shallow decline in the volume of second-hand car transactions that

looks in recent months to have restarted. Car ownership periods have been

creeping up for the past five years as shown in Figure 1.

The non-ownership generation – globally younger people appear less inclined to

buy cars, preferring the notion of “access over ownership”, i.e. using pooled car

schemes or sharing ownership. This portion of the population is also more inclined

towards cycling and public transport. Younger buyers would normally be expected

to buy second hand.

Scrappage rates – more cars are likely to go to scrap than be sold through,

especially diesels as we approach 2030. Driving and other costs (such as parking

and toll fees) for diesels are becoming increasingly punitive and second-hand

values of many cars, over time, are likely to fall away steeply. More scrappage

means a smaller second-hand market.
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Figure 2: Sales volumes of second hand cars in the UK – rolling 12-month total

Source: SMMT quarterly dataset

Figure 3: Average asking price for second-hand cars in the UK

Source: Auto Trader
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Figure 4: Total cars on the road in the UK

Source: Department for Transport

A low PE does not a cheap stock make

Pendragon appears to be a cheap stock. The forward PE (although the trading period to

December 2021 has ended – so it is technically an estimate rather than a forecast) on

FY2021 consensus EPS of 4.64p (which is very heavily guided by management) is less

than five times. However, the consensus FY2022 drops away with the main cluster of

forecasts for that year (there is one significant outlier that skews the average) nearer to

3p. On that figure, the PE is higher but still only around eight times, but the shares still do

not feel cheap. Why is that?

First, there is still going to be concern that even by 2023 there could be a material

amount of ‘windfall’ in the profits from the spike in used car prices. Markets distrust

windfall profits (where the gains have had almost nothing to do with strategy and almost

everything to do with abnormal, external events) and as we have suggested in previous

reports, windfall profits attract, in effect, a PE ratio of one.

Second, the extent of the reversal from the surge in used car prices may have been

underestimated. On the way up there was not only higher revenue, but also vehicle stock

gains. Prices have been rising at around 3 per cent per month for the past 12 months

meaning that because of the relatively low industry margins, holding a car for just a
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month before on sale could have added 250-300 basis points to the gross and net

margins, a substantial boost.

Third, the used car market is under attack from new, wholly online models from the likes

of Cazoo and Cinch, with the old forecourt model becoming ever less attractive. Old

school car dealership groups are rushing through investment to try to compete, but the

game does feel as if it is running away from them.

Fourth, this is an old-fashioned industry, slow to embrace the transition to e-commerce

and it is unconvincing it can make a decent, speedy and profitable transition to more

modern trading methods.

Fifth, it is important not to be beguiled by the valuation of others in the sector and be

cautious about mapping across third party valuations. The most recent and highest

profile action elsewhere in the sector has been Constellation Automotive (owners of

webuyanycar.com, British Car Auctions and Cinch) making a 400p per share offer for

Marshall Motor Holdings - this was a 41 per cent premium to then prevailing share price

and valued Marshalls at 16.3x FY2022 more normalised EPS (forecast 24.5p).   A simple

map across  could suggest that Pendragon would be valued at 52.2p on the same basis.

That might be true, but it feels unlikely Constellation would buy more than one sizable,

forecourt-based motor dealer chain to try and boost profitability (by digitizing a decent

slice of the UK used car trade using its own well-established digital platform).  Marshall

may appear similar to Pendragon, but it was always more profitable and in looking to take

out old style capacity, we can only assume that Constellation went for what it saw as the

best listed option – plus there was a ready-to-go family stake of 64.5 per cent that

allowed for a done deal. Pendgraon has a large block shareholder too: Hedin AB a

Swedish automotive services business holding c.26 per cent. It upped its stake in the

group as recently as November from 14 per cent.

Sixth, the  whole sector feels a lot like the housebuilders – a perma-cheap sector but seen

as having a low quality of earnings, largely because growth is too heavily reliant on

windfall. This is not a well-regarded industry and in the public’s mind the ‘dodgy second

hand car salesman’ or ‘Arthur Daley’ image is likely always to stalk the sector.

Auto retailing had a great year in 2021, but that feels temporary. It is almost certain to

reverse and could unwind with a more negative effect than forecasts currently suggest.

The market for traditional players is being unpicked by newcomers from the technology

arena and investors are more  likely to back these than bricks-and-mortar businesses

playing catch-up. Pendragon is cheap but is cheap for all the right reasons.
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Lloyds Banking Group – looking for love

Source: FactSet

Forged in the fires of the 2008/09 financial crisis, Lloyds + HBOS (largely Halifax) + TSB =

Lloyds Banking Group (LLOY) was a reluctant agglomeration forced upon a cautious

business. Nonetheless this heavily mortgage-biased business, free of unpopular

investment banking operations, has served shareholders well in the last decade, not only

making substantially higher returns than its fellow major banks, but also making better

overall returns than the market average (FTSE All-Share).

Table 1: Total shareholder returns in the past 10 years

TSR over last 10 years

Lloyds 136%

All Share Index 109%

HSBC 62%

Barclays 42%

Nat West 17%

Standard Chartered -55%

Source: Factset

The past two years have been a rollercoaster for the large banks, with Lloyds dropping by

almost two-thirds to bottom out at around 40 per cent of its book value when the first
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lockdown was called in Q1 2020. Not unreasonably, markets at the time expected some

kind of economic meltdown from coronavirus, with all banks writing large provisions

against the expectation of extensive loan defaults. In the event, the underlying economic

hit was smaller than expected plus the government stepped up to underpin the national

wage bill and businesses benefited from enforced forbearance by their creditors,

landlords and the tax office. This has allowed many of the provisions written in 2020 to be

released, giving a material bump to profitability in 2021.

A lower risk profile

Lloyds’ risk profile is generally lower than that of its peer group having a bias towards

retail banking (especially mortgages, with two-thirds of the loan book in home loans

through, primarily, Halifax) and no investment banking business. While the latter would

have been a source of very healthy profits in 2020 and 2021 (the jury is out on whether

M&A and IPOs can sustain in 2022), profits from these activities are seen as risky,

volatile, of low value and struggle to make good long-term returns due to the additional

capital requirements.

The risk profile of Lloyds’ loan book is generally low as it is largely secured, home buyer

loans and given the more risk averse nature of mortgage lending since 2008, loans have

typically been taken on with higher initial asset cover (lower loan-to-value or LTV). During

2020 and 2021 the surge in house prices has further de-risked Lloyds’ mortgage book

raising asset cover but rolling into 2022 greater pressure on household spending will

have pushed up the risk of default, albeit only marginally.

The mortgage market has been highly competitive in the past five years with loan rates,

even for riskier higher LTV loans, falling to record lows. Thankfully Lloyds’ and other

banks’ wholesale cost of funds have also been at a record low (deposits, central bank

loans and market borrowings) but the profitability of mortgage lending has been low and

this market segment has become somewhat commoditised.

Mortgage rates have been a disappointment in recent months. As figure 1 shows, rates

rose sharply when coronavirus struck, but have quickly returned to the lows reached

around the end of 2019. After a very busy period for the housing market, it had been

hoped that the price war would end, allowing lenders to expand margin without having to

move ever higher along the risk curve (higher LTV loans command higher interest rates

but offering them  requires the bank to hold more capital). The premium for riskier

lending has, however, halved from 300 to 150 basis points in the last five years making

even this previously more profitable segment less attractive.
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Figure 2 shows how much headroom there is when writing new mortgage business to

cover overheads and still try to leave some profit. For much of the last seven to eight

years there has been very little left to make a margin. Things are a little better now, but

mortgage rates need to lift faster now that wholesale rates are beginning to rise. Standing

in the way of this could be weaker demand for new mortgage lending as indicated by the

Q4 2021 Credit Conditions Survey from the Bank of England. Markets may have become

too used to mortgage rates at extremely low values and pushing interest rates up in order

to rebuild margins could have negative outcomes (lost share and higher default risk).

Figure 1: Mortgage rate – two-year fixed loan

Source: BankStats

Figure 2: Gap between mortgage rate and benchmark interest rate

Source: BankStats | Mortgage rate for 2 year fixed rate 85 per cent  LTV | Benchmark = 10year Gilt yield
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In summer 2021, Lloyds announced that it plans to take a more direct involvement in the

UK housing market by becoming a corporate landlord. The bank aims, in time, to own and

rent 50,000 homes with a waypoint of 10,000 by 2025. This reinvents an old trend of

large financial institutions owning large rental estates which was common before World

War II, but almost all exited as homeownership grew from the 1960s. The build-to-rent

market is growing rapidly following a long-term trend of falling home ownership coupled

with tenant disaffection with the small landlord, short tenure model that has dominated

rental markets.

Such an investment could/should deliver net returns of 4-5 per cent initially but, in effect,

this would be indexed plus it has potential for capital growth. The total returns here

would be materially higher than the tens of basis point returns achievable on mortgage

lending. The investment needed for 50,000 homes would be considerable (taking the UK

average house price to be around £250,000 investment of at least £10bn would be

needed), but the returns from this investment alone could fund a large slice of the annual

dividend (currently costing around £1.8bn).

Bye bye PPI

The Payment Protection Insurance (PPI) affair cost the UK banks £48bn-£50bn in

settlements with Lloyds shouldering the largest share with around £20bn paid out before

the August 2019 deadline. There should be no further claims payable. Lloyds is also off

the hook in the LIBOR rigging scandal but the fines it had to pay there (£218m) were pin

money against PPI.

Lloyds appears free of major settlement and redress payments and, Coronavirus

permitting, loan loss provisions should return to the lower levels seen in the mid-2010s.

This would  allow the statutory and underlying (aka anyone’s best estimate) levels of

profit to be the closest they have been for some years. Trying to value a business on

widely diverging estimates of an underlying and/or adjusted profit makes for an

unattractive investment and is always likely to depress ratings. If the statutory profits can

be more trusted, there is scope for some improvement in the rating.

Dividends and buyback

Lloyd’s capital funding  and balance look pretty healthy today with a Common Equity Tier

1 capital ratio*  of 17.2 per cent, which is well ahead of the board’s internal minimum

requirement of 12.5 per cent and streets ahead of the regulated minimum (4.5 per cent).

This means Lloyds has a great deal of excess funds it can use to grow its loan book (not

ideal), buy rivals (especially in wealth management) or grow returns to shareholders.
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Banks in early 2020 were forced by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) to cut

dividends and Lloyds cancelled its 2019 final payment. This prohibition is gone and the

Bank of England has removed its 'guardrails' advice for lenders, so Lloyds is free to

distribute to shareholders.

* The tier 1 capital ratio is the ratio of a bank’s core tier 1 capital—that is, its equity capital and
disclosed reserves—to its total risk-weighted assets

New broom

Lloyds has a new chief and the markets are optimistic that after 10 years of having

António Horta-Osório at the helm, something new and exciting could arise. Investors are

eagerly awaiting a new strategy under Charlie Nunn who started at Lloyds (from HSBC)

in November – his new vision is expected with results in February although Gary

Greenwood at Shore Capital expects evolution not revolution.

There will inevitably be cutting of costs and greater focus on lower-risk business, most

likely expansion of the more profitable Wealth & Insurance arm (EBIT margins of 25-30

per cent). It is paramount that whatever is done, Lloyds needs to be seen as a business

with potential to grow and to stop being seen, as many see it today, as just another ‘bond

proxy’ (stocks that offer higher and predictable income returns but little else).

Price-to-book and value creation

Valuing a bank is not easy and using profitability ratios such as PE or EV/Ebitda (earnings

before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation) have a nasty habit of always

indicating that the banks are cheap, but that apparent value rarely seems to materialise. A

better method, perhaps, is to look at the returns on capital employed or ROCE) or

tangible assets (RoTE) that a bank makes, which shows whether it is covering its cost of

capital (WACC). Put another way,  whether it is creating or destroying shareholder or

economic  value (EVA), which then determines if the bank’s stock should be able to trade

relative to the underlying net book value.

As shown in table 2, Lloyds is making a RoTE of more than 10 per cent, the broad brush

WACC that most investors will apply to the UK banks as a long-run average hurdle rate.

(A detailed calculation using the CAPM model might show a slightly lower figure than this,

perhaps 8-8.5 per cent.) Making a return above its WACC should mean that Lloyds’ share

price can comfortably stand at or round the book value (2021 - 56p) with scope to follow

the book value up in 2022 (consensus 60-61p).
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Table 2: UK banks’ price-to-book and returns on tangible equity

P/NAV 21 P/NAV 22 RoTE 21 RoTE 22

Barclays 0.75x 0.65x 12.4% 9.6%

HSBC 0.83x 0.83x 8.1% 7.4%

Lloyds 0.99x 0.88x 15.1% 10.6%

NatWest 0.92x 0.80x 9.2% 7.9%

Standard Chartered 0.56x 0.45x 6.9% 6.7%

Virgin Money 0.68x 0.56x 9.5% 7.5%

Source: Shore Capital Markets

Conclusions

Lloyds looks to be in a better place than its peers with returns above its WACC, strong

cash flows and material excess capital that can fund either expansion in the hands of the

new CEO or provide enhanced returns to shareholders. Rising interest rates should be a

net positive for lenders but margin expansion could be slow, mortgage competition

refuses to lessen and high wage inflation could easily overwhelm any widening of interest

margins. That said, there are good income prospects here with a core dividend yield today

of 4.25 per cent rising past 5 per cent by 2023 plus the expectation of £1bn-£1.5bn of

share buybacks that, in effect, add 2.5 to 3.75 per cent to the more visible total return by

bumping up the EPS and return on capital.

Even if the share price struggles to rise materially above the book value, as returns drop

back closer to the WACC, there is scope for returns to pick up if a more dynamic strategy

is introduced by the new CEO (although no fireworks are expected) and the share price

looks well-underpinned at least. Are the shares worth a look for investors? The dividend

and buybacks appear capable of giving shareholders at least 7 per cent annual return and

as the book value rises there is, albeit limited, potential for the share price to move closer

to the NAV and push above 60p, around 10 per cent above the current share price.

Banks are never without risk but Lloyds looks to be in better shape than it has been for

some years and could offer investors decent, but not spectacular, upside.
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Lok’n Store Group – make some space

Source: FactSet

Aim-listed Lok'n Store (LOK) is the UK’s fourth-largest self-storage operator sitting

behind the likes of SafeStore, Big Yellow and Access. This is despite LOK only having 37

outlets nationally in a highly fragmented market of just under 2,000 units (according to

the Self Storage Association) and accounting for just 3 per cent of the available floor

space (49 million sq.ft nationally). The top four combined (LOK plus those named above)

operate just 300 units or 15 per cent market share; the top 10 operators account for

around one third of total space. There are almost 1,000 discrete brands that operate

self-store space, indicating a very long tail of very small operators.

Much of the UK’s self storage market is close to amateur in operation with farms,

industrial estates and urban ‘pop–up’ sites operating sometimes out of a single adapted

shipping container. Surveyors Cushman & Wakefield estimate that close to 30 per cent of

UK self-storage is based in converted container units. A self-store unit has to be less than

500 sq.ft per lockable, discrete unit and if above this it would be designated as a

warehouse.

While much of the real estate sector has seen growing pressure during the Coronavirus

crisis (especially office and retail) some sectors have fared significantly better, most

notably self-storage and distribution space (big box and last mile). Self storage has seen

very heavy expansion in the past five years with the number of storage facilities rising
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from 1,077 in mid-2016 to 1,997 by mid 2021; total space increasing from 37m sq.ft to

51m.

While a first impression of this industry might be that customers are likely to be domestic,

it is interesting to note that a significant part (27 per cent) of the industry’s space is

occupied by business customers. Broadly speaking, commercial tenants are valued more

highly than domestic because of the higher quality of covenant and that commercial

occupiers typically have a much longer tenure than domestic. Around two-thirds of

commercial tenants rent for more than a year versus c.44 per cent of domestic

customers. Businesses also tend to occupy larger units as this is cheaper and more

flexible than renting formally designated warehousing space.

Figure 1: Share of the UK population using self-storage

Source: SSA, Cushman & Wakefield

Multi-dimensional growth

In a fragmented market, with high levels of ‘mom & pop’ operators (that is held by

international standards to be a material undersupply relative to population) there is solid

organic like-for-like growth. Where the operator is well funded and ambitious, one can

expect a positive trading outlook for self-storage.  Despite occupancy running at just 82

per cent, the industry is relatively congested, meaning that demand for additional space

remains high.

● Organic growth – there are a number of drivers here. First, population growth

continues despite fears of mass exodus after Brexit. Second, the number of house

moves remains low by historical standards (only around 6.5 per cent of owned

households move each year) most likely resulting in people having increasingly
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congested homes in need of decluttering. Third, there is clear evidence of use by

more households (see figure 1). Fourth, the UK remains materially  underserved

by global and European standards. The US, for example, has 5.9sq.ft of

self-storage capacity per head of population whereas the UK has just 0.74sq.ft per

head; Australia has 1.8sq.ft per head.

● New space – LOK is planning to increase its operational space by over 40 per cent

in the next three years, raising active locations from 37 (July 2021) to 51 (2024) –

this aims to increase rentable space by close to 40 per cent. Despite a hard push

on new space, LOK has managed to increase its occupancy rates in the last 12

months from under 70 per cent to above 85 per cent. Such a surge in take-up has

helped push up the average fee paid by tenants up by almost 9 per cent.

● Market share by the majors – as awareness and use of self-storage grows, we

would expect the largest players to increase their market share. First, they

typically have more capital to make new space investments. Second, they are more

likely to develop in more visible locations. Third, they will have greater marketing

budgets. Fourth, there is a more professional appearance versus container-based

locations. That said, there are low to no barriers to entry at the low end of the

market.

● ‘Flywheel’ effect of maturity - LOK has been expanding steadily for several years

and with a storage facility taking up to five years to reach maturity and full

operational efficiency, there is a healthy ‘flywheel’ effect of established outlets

with rapidly maturing occupancy. These outlets will still be making sub-optimal

profits, giving greater momentum to overall profit growth.

● Scope for acquisition – while LOK would only be interested in acquiring

businesses with purpose-built, modern space there are plenty of potential target

businesses in that long tail of the industry. While new-build seems to be the

preferred option at least two new stores in the development pipeline are listed as

‘managed’ (the taking over of existing space). This looks to be single asset

acquisition rather than by companies but there is ample scope in such a

fragmented market.

Growing into a rating

Even though LOK, in common with its competitors, is a real-estate investment trust

(REIT), the equity is typically valued with reference to trading profits and cash flows

rather than the normal premium/discount to NAV. There are good reasons for treating

this type of real estate business differently from the likes of Helical or British Land. These
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other property companies have contracted, long-term rental streams with visibility of up

to (although not often today) 25 years. There is often 10 years’ visibility and average

unexpired lease term across their portfolios of seven to eight years. Investors are happy

to treat these income streams as, in effect, perpetual and value them on a yield basis and

to use that derived NAV as the basis for the equity valuation.

In the case of self-storage, while revenue streams may in practice turn out to be sustained

over the long-term, they are not contracted and are paid by the general public rather than

by large corporate entities. This means poorer quality of covenants and an unwillingness

by investors to regard rentals as effectively perpetual, instead seeing them as passing

revenue.

On this alternative basis, valuations for the self-storage sector have been remarkably

stable across the past five years. This is unlike the wider real estate sector which has seen

significant gyrations in the NAV premiums/discounts applied and with rising yields on

once star sectors (such as city centre retail) many NAVs have been driven down. Storage

avoids these issues being valued on essentially a PE basis, assuming the characteristics of

any other sector delivering well above average EPS growth (33 per cent to July 2021 and

forecasts of 22, 10 and 10 per cent in the upcoming three years). Those rates of growth

support a PE valuation well above the market average of 13-14x year 1 EPS.

Figure 2: Average PE ratio, forecast year 1 Lok n’Store

Source: Factset | Smoothed, 90 day moving average PE ratio

As figure 2 shows, LOK has held a PE ratio on its year 1 EPS consensus above 30x

consistently across the last five years and with EPS  to December 2022 forecast to be

around 36p, it is possible to see that the shares today can support a valuation of around
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1,150p, but with scope to move that valuation on as the expected growth is delivered in

later years. There is a moderate yield atop this at less than 2 per cent, but it is worth

noting that in the last full year the dividend was increased by almost 16 per cent.

Another attraction should be seen in the ownership. Directors own close to 30 per cent

of the equity with the CEO alone holding 18.75 per cent. Especially in Aim-listed stocks,

institutional investors are much happier when they see the operators of the business

having material amounts of ‘skin in the game’. Typically this ‘alignment of interest’

between investors and business operators further helps to support a premium rating.

All told, there is good value here in a very solid and rapidly growing industry. Those

investors with an eye on Aim stocks as means of reducing inheritance tax (IHT) should

make a note, however. LOK may not qualify due to it being a property investment stock,

despite its treatment by the markets as something more akin to a retailer in terms of

valuation.
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